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XRapS was designed to process GNSS observations in real-time and offline for 1. Monitoring of close to real-time observations 2. Cleaning 3. Processing of offline data for subsequent processing. Remark: The manual is in english and german. Gradle 1.6 XRapS Open Source Requirements Geotools 2.4 or later Gradle Installation Procedure 1.
Import the new module To use XRapS, import the new module into your build.gradle file and add the following line at the end of the build file: compile group:'se.kapsi.xrap.crs', name: 'XRapS', version: '0.9-SNAPSHOT' 2. Add XRapS as a dependency Add the following line to your build.gradle file to install the XRapS-library: In this case you

will need to use the correct ICA parameters and add at least one reference station in the configuration file. 3. Add XRapS in your project After you added the dependency, you can add the jar-file to your project in the build.gradle file and start the build. In this case you will need to use the correct ICA parameters and add at least one
reference station in the configuration file. XRapS Configuration It is possible to use different ICA parameters for all ICA-Identification parameters. You can use this in the configuration file: The default value can be found in the parameters.xml in the XRapS folder. XRapS Configuration You can use different ICA parameters for all ICA-

Identification parameters. You can use this in the configuration file: The default value can be found in the parameters.xml in the XRapS folder. 4. Example configuration file It is possible to use different ICA parameters for all ICA-Identification parameters. You can use this in the configuration file: This will not work as the reference stations
are not identified in the configuration. You need to use a complete configuration file with at least a reference station. The configuration xml file is located in the XRapS folder of the sources and contains the following example of a complete configuration file:
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What is new in this release: * New features / changes * Bug fixes This application is mainly developed by Katharina Moore... For more information go to Katharina's web-page: Simulate basic RINEX-2.12 files as a way to debug and optimize binary data files. The main idea of this simulator is to load an RINEX-2.12 file, simulate it and
generate a new one with the desired content. Compatible format are RINEX-1.1, RINEX-2.0, RINEX-2.1, RINEX-2.2, RINEX-2.3, RINEX-2.4 and RINEX-2.5. Furthermore the only available output format is RINEX-2.12. Simulator 1.0, first release, is limited to simulating a single file of 10x10 lines. Software distribution: The "Software Survey"

package provide you a way to estimate the amount of unused disk space available on your computer. It is installed as a small Linux tool but you could integrate it in the main menu of a Windows or Linux application in a short time with only few lines of code. A mouse click is required to get the results. A detailed description can be found
here SIMPLESTIMATE This program is designed to measure / estimate the free disk space available on a Hard Drive. This program is very easy to install with a single click on the executable file that you can find on the site OSDEST1 OSDEST1 is a Linux Live system designed to play mp3 and other multimedia audio files (very similar to BeOS

MPlayer). Live system OSDEST1 runs the graphical user interface (GUI) without the need to install an operating system. The aim is to provide a simple and very fast access to the full functionality of the OSDEST1 without the need to install the operating system. The GUI is presented entirely in the Window Manager KDE. This way it is
possible to use all the typical options of an audio player. The tool is written in Python programming language and the source code is fully documented. This tool is based on the PANDATBEOS4 framework (pand b7e8fdf5c8
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XRapS was designed to handle offline data files acquired with the Rapid-static Data Collection (RDC) mode. A pcap file (for a GPS-receiver on the telemetry- and/or computer-side) can be put into the default folder of XRapS called RAW. If you want XRapS to process them auto-magically you have to save a txt file with *.inf-extension (the
output-file of a Rapid-Static data measurement) and then you will have to delete this file. You will have to read the.pcap file with XRapS, accept the warning and save the file in a regular data folder. You can also download the RAW folder and save the files in a local folder. First of all you need to choose the baselines in a certain project and
then process the baselines. You can have more than one reference stations in a project but in this case you have to compute the baselines for the several reference sites successively. In the project the baselines are represented by a table like the following Note that you can also save the baselines in file and after this you can alter them by
hand. "ID" "Project" "Bool_State" "Station_Type" "Station_ID" "Longitude" "Latitude" "M_string" "E_string" "Activity" "D_string" "Filename_prefix" "Filename_suffix" "FLAG" "Timespan" This represents a group of baselines with the same station type. An entry with one ID only represents a single baseline but in a project a single ID can also
have more than one reference site. The station type can be L1-, L2- or L5-station and baselines can be on the ground, ATCO, balloon or aircraft. Baselines are represented on the charts by a blue line which is the reference site and therefore the station type. In this table you have a group of baselines with same station type and station ID.
There is a station type for many satellites and here it is just the "type" and "id" that are important. You can chose for what you want

What's New in the XRapS?

+ The XRapS application was designed to be a program to process offline baselines that were observed with GPS and in the rapid-static mode. For the processing of baselines you need always a reference site. It is possible to have more than one reference stations in a project but in this case you have to compute the baselines for the
several reference sites successively. Besides the processing of the observations and some graphical features you have a simple tool for coordinate transformation. A network adjustment is not included. Besides RINEX-data the binary data format of a couple of manufactures of GPS-equipment could be directly loaded and processed. NOTE:
You will need GPS observation data on both frequencies L1 and L2 to resolve the ambiguities and to compute coordinates with cm-accuracy. Moreover, there must be valid phase observations on L1 and L2 and valid observations of one code to at least 5 satellites available. If pure L1-data will be processed, only a code solution is available.
The maximum sampling rate is 2 Hz or 0.5 seconds. XRapS Description: '''Description''' The XRapS application was designed to be a program to process offline baselines that were observed with GPS and in the rapid-static mode. For the processing of baselines you need always a reference site. It is possible to have more than one reference
stations in a project but in this case you have to compute the baselines for the several reference sites successively. Besides the processing of the observations and some graphical features you have a simple tool for coordinate transformation. A network adjustment is not included. Besides RINEX-data the binary data format of a couple of
manufactures of GPS-equipment could be directly loaded and processed. NOTE: You will need GPS observation data on both frequencies L1 and L2 to resolve the ambiguities and to compute coordinates with cm-accuracy. Moreover, there must be valid phase observations on L1 and L2 and valid observations of one code to at least 5
satellites available. If pure L1-data will be processed, only a code solution is available. The maximum sampling rate is 2 Hz or 0.5 seconds. XRapS Description: The XRapS application was designed to be a program to process offline baselines that were observed with GPS and in the rapid-static mode. For the processing of baselines you need
always a reference site. It is possible
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System Requirements For XRapS:

Recommended: Memory: 8GB RAM Storage: 4GB available space Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Memory: 8GB RAMStorage: 4GB available spaceGraphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050DirectX: Version 11Broadband Internet connection
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